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Time-bounded events such as hackathons have become a global phenomenon. Scientific communities in particular show growing interest in organizing them to attract newcomers and develop technical artifacts to expand their code base. Current hackathon approaches presume that participants have sufficient expertise to work on projects on their own. They only provide occasional support by domain experts serving as mentors which might not be sufficient for newcomers. Drawing from work on workplace and educational mentoring, we developed and evaluated an approach where each hackathon team is supported by a community member who serves in a mentor role that goes beyond providing occasional support. Evaluating this approach, we found that teams who took ownership of their projects, set achievable goals early while building social ties with their mentor and receiving learning-oriented support reported positive perceptions related to their project and an increased interest in the scientific community that organized the hackathon. Our work thus contributes to our understanding of mentoring in hackathons, an area which has not been extensively studied. It also proposes a feasible approach for scientific communities to attract and integrate newcomers which is crucial for their long-term survival.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Starting as coding competitions in the early 2000s, time-bounded events have since become a global phenomenon [71]. These events are – depending on their focus or context – typically labeled as hackathons\(^1\), data dives, codefests, hack days, code camps, design jams, edit-a-thons or others. They are organized in various domains including corporations [56, 64], higher education [39] and civic engagement [30, 32] with the aim to develop innovative ideas [12, 17], add features to existing software [74], foster learning [27, 52] and tackle civic and environmental issues [6, 7, 59, 83]. In

\(^1\)We will use the term hackathon as a substitute for the set of aforementioned events throughout the remainder of this article.
specialized scientific communities such as e.g. Bioinformatics [75] or Astronomy [55] there is a surging interest to organize hackathons [75] to grow interest and membership [49, 74] and create new or expand existing technical artifacts [73, 75]. The initiative Science Hack Day\(^2\) alone registered more than 100 hackathon events since June 2010 in support of scientific communities worldwide.

During hackathons participants form teams and engage in intense collaboration over a short period of time to complete a project of their interest [56]. Teams typically work on projects that are related to their expertise since they are expected to define and carry out their project with minimal external guidance. This guidance typically comes in the form of domain or technical experts who are invited by hackathon organizers to provide sporadic on-demand project feedback and technical support [8, 69]. Developing artifacts for a scientific community however typically requires specific domain and technical expertise [19] which hackathon participants that are not familiar with the community that organizes an event might not possess. The common approach of providing on-demand support can thus not be expected to be sufficient for this setting.

Our aim is to support scientific communities to conduct hackathons that grow interest in their community and that allow community newcomers to develop technical artifacts that are perceived as useful by the community that organizes the event. Based on this aim we developed an approach where one community member is assigned as a mentor to each team of newcomers for the entire duration of a hackathon. These community members will support their team to develop a project idea, set goals, assess their progress and adapt project goals and execution strategies if necessary. It is important to note that the project idea and the subsequent goals need to be structured so that the team can reasonably reach them during the short duration of a hackathon. Moreover, the aforementioned community member will also support their team to effectively use – potentially domain specific – technologies for their project. We will refer to this support as technical advice during the course of this paper. Our approach is based on existing literature on mentoring outside of the context of hackathons since – despite mentoring being generally perceived to contribute to hackathon success [13, 51, 69] – there is limited insight into how mentors approach their role and how different approaches might relate to the perception of mentors and participants. Our study addresses this gap by answering the following two research questions:

**RQ\(_1\).** How did mentors support teams of newcomers to a scientific community to set and adapt goals during a hackathon of that community?

**RQ\(_2\).** How did mentors provide technical advice to teams of newcomers to a scientific community during a hackathon of that community?

In addition to gaining insight into how mentors approached their role we also aim to study how the different teams and mentors perceived the project they worked on and what future intentions – if any – participating newcomers have towards the community that organized the hackathon after it has ended. These two aspects are particularly relevant since growing interest in a community and contributing to existing or developing new technical artifacts are among the main reasons for scientific communities to organize a hackathon as discussed before. We thus consequently also aim to answer the following two research questions:

**RQ\(_3\).** How did mentors and participating newcomers to a scientific community perceive the project they worked on during the hackathon?

**RQ\(_4\).** What were future intentions of participating newcomers towards the community that organized the hackathon?

To answer them, we conducted an action research study [46] of three student groups that worked on projects proposed by three community members during a hackathon of the science

\(^2\text{http://sciencehackday.org}\)
Science gateways provide "a community-specific set of tools, applications, and data collections that are integrated together via a portal or a suite of applications, providing access to grid-integrated resources" [80]. They thus support researchers of different science and engineering communities to access data, tools and equipment related to their domain. Each of the aforementioned community members served as a mentor for one student team. We instructed the mentors before the hackathon, observed all teams during its early and late phases, conducted interviews with students and mentors after the hackathon and administered questionnaires before and after the event.

Our results provide insights into potential future intentions of participating newcomers towards the community that organized the event as well as how different mentors connected with their teams, how they supported them and how teams and mentors perceived their project. Teams who took ownership of their project and set achievable goals early while receiving learning-oriented support by a mentor who connected with their team on a personal level reported positive perceptions related to their mentoring experience. They also reported learning gains, perceived their project outcome to be satisfying, voiced intentions to continue working on their project, continue learning about the technologies they used and expressed an increased interest in the community that organized the event. The contribution of this paper is thus twofold. First, we explored how community members that were assigned as mentors to teams of newcomers supported them during a hackathon of their community, how teams and mentors perceived the project they worked on and which potential future intentions participating newcomers had towards the community that organized the event. Second, based on these findings we developed suggestions for how organizers and mentors of hackathons can support newcomers during a hackathon of a scientific community.

2 HACKATHONS AND MENTORING

The origins of the term hackathon can be traced back to competitive coding events during which young developers formed small ad-hoc teams and engaged in short-term intense collaboration on software projects [12]. Since then hackathons have proliferated into various domains including larger corporations [33, 53], small and medium size enterprises [40], start-ups [17, 20], (higher) education [29, 39, 58], civic engagement, [30, 32, 47], (online) communities [4, 18] and others. This extension into different domains has also broadened the focus of events from creating innovative technical solutions that can be turned into products [12, 17] to covering themes such as tackling social [30, 32, 59] and environmental issues [83], supporting informal and collaborative learning [27, 45, 52] and creating new or expanding existing communities [49, 76].

Consequently research on hackathons has also grown in recent years mainly covering aspects related to the event itself such as how to run hackathons in various contexts [49, 56], how hackathon teams self-organize [75], how to attract diverse audiences [25, 34] and how to foster potential hackathon outcomes such as the ones discussed before [32, 40, 53, 71]. The HCI and CSCW communities in particular have seen an increased interest in research on hackathons since such events typically require individuals to collaborate while developing a technical artifact which is of core interest to these communities [15, 28, 74, 75]. Researchers have however also criticized hackathons for their focus on technical solutionism [50] which postulates the assumption that it is possible to understand a problem and develop a suitable technical solution during the short period of an event3. Moreover, hackathons are also often perceived to favor individuals that possess specific technical expertise [35] which in turn can be intimidating to individuals who do not possess this expertise or who do not perceive themselves to be proficient. This perception can be amplified by the competitive climate of most hackathons [79].

Our work however is different to other studies on hackathons which presume that participants possess sufficient expertise to work on projects on their own [44, 55, 81]. We instead focus on newcomers to a scientific community which do not necessarily possess specific domain or technical expertise to work on a project in the context of that community on their own. In contrast to common hackathon approaches our setting thus requires newcomers to quickly become acquainted with the domain and the technologies used in order to be able to develop artifacts that community members may perceive as useful. We will refer to those artifacts as meaningful artifacts during the course of this paper. Our setting is thus closely related to educational hackathons or coding camps [58] which in turn are related to project-based learning [72] in that they require participants to engage in a "constructive investigation" [72]. In other words, participants intentionally work on projects that require them to acquire new skills [57]. It should be noted though that educational hackathons are different from typical project-based learning settings in that they are commonly not explicitly integrated into formal education settings [54, 79].

The main difference between the aforementioned code camps and our study is that we focus on a setting where each team is supported by one mentor that is assigned to this team during the entire duration of the hackathon. This is different from common hackathon settings where there is typically a team of mentors that provides sporadic on-demand support and feedback to any team in need [13, 41, 51, 69]. Moreover, in our study we focus on the role of the mentor while – despite most researchers acknowledging the importance of a mentor [5, 16] in a hackathon setting – their role has not been extensively studied so far [54, 57, 77]. Our work aims to close this gap.

Since previous work on hackathons provides limited insight into the role of the mentor we had to turn towards literature on mentoring in an organizational and educational context as a basis for our study. Before going into detail, it is important to note that the usage of the term mentor in the context of hackathons is different from the common understanding of mentoring at the workplace [43, 48, 70] or in education [31, 36, 65]. In the context of hackathons, the term mentor typically refers to a "professional with work experience and background knowledge who answer questions from hackathon teams and provides guidance" [62]. The common understanding of mentoring at the workplace or in education in contrast refers to a long term [1] dyadic relationship between a mentor – who "supports, guides, and counsels a young adult" [43] – and a protégé. This relationship develops over time [42] with the mentor not only taking the role of a teacher but also serving as a sponsor, protector and friend [38, 61]. This understanding of mentoring is thus broader than the common understanding of mentoring in the context of hackathons. For the approach we propose in this paper we will – similar to Kram [43] – refer to a mentor as an individual who supports a single team during the entire duration of a hackathon to scope and execute their project.

It appears reasonable to focus on literature on mentoring at the workplace and in education since mentoring in these contexts is not only perceived to be an effective means of knowledge transfer [36, 70]. It can also improve self-confidence, productivity [36] and satisfaction [23] all of which can be considered important for a team to be effective and efficient during the tight time constraints of a hackathon. To achieve the aforementioned outcomes scholars found that mentoring requires the consideration of career oriented as well as psychological functions [3, 36]. Career oriented functions cover aspects such as mentors sponsoring protégés, coaching them and providing feedback while psychological functions are commonly related to counseling, friendship and serving as a role model [37, 42]. In order to cover both it is thus important for mentors in our setting to not only focus on the team’s project but also on their relationship to their team [60].

Considering the short-term nature of hackathons, it is not certain whether hackathon teams will actually benefit from a mentor that is embedded in their team since most studies on mentoring focus on long-term dyadic relationships [1]. There is however evidence for the effectiveness of mentoring in open source projects [76] and online communities [14]. In these settings newcomers are typically
mentored by community members who e.g. support on-boarding [24, 26] by helping newcomers to overcome early struggles related to – among others – understanding how a community operates [68]. It thus appears reasonable to assume that assigning a community member to a team of newcomers might be feasible for teams in scientific hackathons as well.

3 EMPIRICAL METHOD
To answer our four main research questions, we conducted an action research study [46] of a scientific hackathon with the hackathon serving as a revelatory case [82] that exposes a phenomenon – a new form of mentoring – that has not been observable before. This approach appears reasonable since we developed a specific intervention to assess how mentors support teams of newcomers to set and adapt goals (RQ1), provide technical advice (RQ2) and how teams and mentors perceived their project (RQ3) and what potential future intentions participating newcomers have towards the community that organized the event (RQ4). We will outline the specifics of this intervention in the following (section 3.1). With this study we thus aim to solve a practical problem by developing, evaluating and improving a specific intervention [21].

3.1 Assigning individual team mentors
In order to support scientific communities to conduct hackathons during which community newcomers can work on projects that potentially require specific domain and technical knowledge we developed a specific intervention. This intervention was based on explicitly assigning one community member as a mentor to each hackathon team consisting of newcomers to the community that organized the event. Based on our suggestion the organizers of the hackathon identified community members with multiple years of experience in the field who were willing to serve as a mentor. We intentionally asked the organizers to select mentors that represented different focus areas within their community in order to allow participants to choose from a larger variety of projects. After identifying suitable mentors, we briefed them about the details of how they would engage with the participants prior to and during the hackathon. The mentors first came into contact with the participating newcomers during a webinar which took place one week before the hackathon. During this webinar the mentors were asked to outline their respective project idea(s) and provide general information about their focus area within the community. We intentionally left the remainder of the preparation to the mentors to be able to study their approaches. We did however suggest for them to prepare additional materials such as sample code, documentation and – if necessary – user accounts to minimize potential delay during the hackathon. At the beginning of the hackathon the mentors were asked to present their project idea and focus area again to remind the participants about the different options they could choose from. The participants then were asked to choose a project that they were interested in. To ensure that teams would be comparable in size participants were assigned on a first come first serve basis. The researchers supported the hackathon organizers during this entire process. After the hackathon had begun, they focused on observing the different teams while abstaining from interfering with the procedure of the hackathon.

3.2 Setting and procedure
The hackathon we studied was a 24-hour event which was organized by members of the science gateways community in conjunction with one of their main conferences4. The community organized this hackathon to increase student interest by exposing them to projects in this domain and to develop artifacts for the gateways involved (Fig. 1 shows a sample interface).

4https://sciencegateways.org/web/wd/hackathon18
Preparation for the event started 6 months prior to the hackathon (Fig. 2 provides an overview of the timeline) based on the proposed intervention discussed before (section 3.1). The three identified gateways were located in the context of Biology and Geology (Table 1 for an overview) and the selected mentors (1 female, 2 male) had between three and twelve years of experience as software engineers and/or research scientists working in the context of the gateway they represented. They also had previous experience conducting introductory events for students and professionals.

We recruited eleven students (5 female, 6 male) which formed three teams (3.66 to 1 student to mentor ratio). We recruited them among first time participants of the aforementioned conference and among students of universities that were located close to the conference venue. The students we recruited came from different ethnic backgrounds (Asian, African American, Middle Eastern and Caucasian) and studied different subjects (computer science, mechanical engineering and mathematics) on different levels (sophomore, junior and senior). Before participating in the hackathon students were asked to complete an online registration form which we developed in collaboration with the three mentors (section 3.3 for more details).

The hackathon started with a short introduction by the organizers. Afterwards the students chose their projects and joined the corresponding mentors who introduced them to the domain and the project that the mentors had envisioned. We intentionally left the way that each mentor engaged
with their team open to be able to observe their strategies (RQ$_1$ and RQ$_2$) and subsequently discuss how mentors and participants perceived their projects (RQ$_3$) and how participants aim to engage with the science gateways community in the future (RQ$_4$). All teams presented their work at the end of the hackathon. The presentation was streamed live to all interested community members. Teams could win different prizes during the hackathon including a monetary prize for the winning team at the end of the event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Gateway focus</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Mentor background (code)</th>
<th>Student background (codes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Cryoelectronic microscopy</td>
<td>Image stack viewing app where researchers can mark image areas</td>
<td>Software engineer (MA)</td>
<td>Sophomore to senior computer science and mathematics students (A01 to A04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Geospatial data and tools</td>
<td>Web-based app to collect and analyze social media activity during weather events</td>
<td>Software engineer and research scientist (MB)</td>
<td>Sophomore to junior computer science and mechanical engineering students (B01 to B03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Carbon capture, utilization and storage</td>
<td>Transfer existing desktop app on carbon mapping to the web</td>
<td>Research scientist (MC)</td>
<td>Sophomore to senior computer science and mathematics students (C01 to C04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of gateways, projects, mentors and students

3.3 Data sources

For our study we collected data from different sources including planning documents, interviews, observations and a pre- and post-questionnaires (Fig. 2 shows an overview of the timeline). We will elaborate on how each data point contributes to answering our four main research questions in the following (Table 2 provides an overview). Each team represents one unit of analysis.

Before participating in the hackathon students filled out an online registration form. It included a consent form as well as demographic questions and questions about the potential prior experiences of students related to different programming languages the mentors perceived to be relevant for their projects. To cover their perceived expertise, we asked students for each language to state if they perceived themselves to be able to write parts of a program using that language and about their level of comfort using it. Each question was assessed on a 5-point scale. Asking the same questions in the post-questionnaire and comparing the results contributed to our understanding of the students’ perceived experience gains which can potentially be related to the quality of the project they worked on (RQ$_3$) and to their potential future interest in the science gateways community (RQ$_4$). Students’ answers to questions in the registration form also provided information to mentors about the technical background of the students which could help them to tailor their technical support (RQ$_2$). We used this simple method to assess the students’ technical experience since we did not aim to analyze the results quantitatively. We rather used them as additional information for our qualitative analysis. Moreover, there is evidence that the self-assessment of students related to their programming expertise is not accurate [67] which makes the use of sophisticated measurement scales questionable for quantitative assessment in general.
To observe students and mentors during the hackathon we assigned one researcher to each team. Each observer stayed with their team during the first six to eight and final six to eight hours of the hackathon. Prior to the hackathon the observers discussed about sensitizing concepts [10] that could serve as a basis for the observation. Since we focused on how mentors supported teams to set and assess goals (RQ1) and how they supported them to use specific technologies (RQ2) our concepts included discussion about project content, searching for a technical solution, asking for technical advice among others. The research team had prior experience conducting studies on hackathons. We documented the interaction between mentors and students in a free text form focusing on the previously discussed sensitizing concepts. This approach appeared suitable since we mainly focused on the perception of mentors and students as covered by interviews and questionnaires with the observation serving as additional context. We did not observe the teams during the entire duration of the hackathon since we perceived the early and late phases of the hackathon to be particularly important. During the early phases mentors and students can be expected to interact more intensively when they get to know each other, and teams start scoping their projects and start using the required technologies. Afterwards teams can be expected to execute tasks with little to no interaction between mentors and students. Moreover, we expected mentors as well as students to take short breaks during the night to sleep. During the late phases, interaction can be expected to intensify again due to the approaching final deadline.

After the hackathon we administered a second questionnaire. Next to the previously discussed expertise related questions it also included questions related to goal clarity, satisfaction with the process during the hackathon and satisfaction with their project. For these aspects we used scales that were previously tested and validated as part of a larger survey instrument by Filippova et al. [25] who adapted scales by Sawyer [66] (goal clarity) and Reinig [63] (process and outcome satisfaction) for the context of hackathons. Administering this questionnaire, we aimed to gain insights into the perceptions of student teams related to their ability to set goals and assess their
progress (RQ_1). Moreover, results from this questionnaire will also contribute to our understanding of how students perceived their progress during the hackathon which can hint towards the support they received during the hackathon (RQ_1 and RQ_2). Finally, the questionnaire also contributed to our understanding of the students’ perception of their project (RQ_3).

The main source of information for our study were interviews we conducted with all mentors and students after the hackathon. The student interviews lasted about 17 minutes and the mentor interviews lasted about 23 minutes on average. The aim of the student interviews was to understand their motivations to choose a particular project (e.g. Why did you decide to work on this particular project?), their preparation activities (e.g. How did you – if at all – prepare for the hackathon?), their work process as a group during the hackathon (e.g. How did you and your team work together?), their interaction with their mentor (e.g. How and under which circumstances did you interact with your respective mentor?, How did your mentor provide technical advice?), their satisfaction with their hackathon project (e.g. Are you satisfied with the project you created during the hackathon?) and their mentor (e.g. How did you perceive the support you received by your mentor?) and their future intentions related to the science gateways community (e.g. Are you planning to attend any future community events?). We asked these questions to study why students chose certain projects, how they perceived their mentor’s support to set and assess goals (RQ_1) and how they perceived their mentor’s technical advice (RQ_2). Results from the analysis will also provide indication for how teams perceived their project (RQ_3) and their future intentions towards the science gateways community (RQ_4). Complementing the students’ perspective, the mentor interviews focused on similar themes including their motivations for proposing a project (e.g. Why did you propose this particular project? What did you want to achieve coming into the event?), their preparation activities (e.g. What did you do to prepare for your role as a mentor during the hackathon?), their interaction with their team (e.g. How and under which circumstances did you interact with your team? How did you provide technical advice?) and their satisfaction with the respective outcomes (e.g. Are you satisfied with the project the students created?). The mentor interviews thus complement the students’ perspective related to how they supported teams to set goals, assess progress and provide technical advice (RQ_1 and RQ_2). Moreover, they provide insights into how each mentor approached their role and how they perceived the project the students worked on during the hackathon (RQ_3).

Finally, we also analyzed artifacts that the mentors developed to prepare for the hackathon (code artifacts, documentations and tutorials), planning documents between mentors and hackathon organizers and project presentations during the webinar. These serve as additional background information for the previously discussed data sources.

3.4 Analysis procedure

To answer our four main research questions, we started by reconstructing the stories of each team and their mentor from the point when the mentors chose a project area to the end of the hackathon by analyzing interview recordings, questionnaire results, observation notes and planning artifacts. The interviews served as our main data source with questionnaires, planning documents and observation notes complementing the interview recordings and providing additional context.

From the student perspective we focused on their motivations to choose a project, their technical expertise related to the technologies they used, their preparation before and their process during the hackathon including their interaction with their mentor related to setting and assessing project goals (RQ_1) and to the technologies they used (RQ_2). Moreover, we focused on their perception of the project they worked on (RQ_3) and their future intentions towards the science gateways community (RQ_4). We followed a strategy similar to thematic analysis [11] by first familiarizing ourselves with the data before creating and applying initial codes to the interview transcripts based on our research questions (motivation, preparation activities, interaction between student and mentor,
satisfaction with mentoring process, satisfaction with project outcome, future intentions towards the science gateways community, etc.). Comparing findings for each team we identified common themes related to the four research questions (initial goal setting, technical support, mentoring focus, etc.). Iterating the procedure, we refined the identified themes, added new ones based on our findings (e.g. goal alignment) and created suitable labels for the final report presented here.

Complementing the analysis from the mentors’ perspective we analyzed how they identified a project for the students to work on, their preparation activities, how they engaged and interacted with their teams (RQ1 and RQ2), how they approached their roles and how they perceived the project their teams worked on (RQ3). To uncover those aspects, we followed the same procedure as described before using codes such as motivation, perception of student expertise, interaction between student and mentor and satisfaction with project outcome.

4 FINDINGS

In this section we will first outline the individual journeys of each team and their mentors (sections 4.1 to 4.3) before discussing differences between teams related to how teams and mentors perceived their collaboration (RQ1 and RQ2, section 4.4), how they perceived their project and the future intentions of students towards the science gateways community (RQ3 and RQ4, section 4.5).

Fig. 3. Questionnaire responses by students after the hackathon. All responses were given on a 5-point scale which were anchored between strongly disagree (1) and strongly agree (5). The bars indicate the mean (m) and standard deviation (SD) for each team.

4.1 Team A

MA proposed the project because "the gateway misses an important feature" (MA) and MA perceived the project to be "relatively simple" (MA) and a good learning experience for the students ("I wanted them to learn", MA). During the webinar MA explained the context of the gateway, its general architecture and the envisioned project including required technologies ("HTML, Javascript and JSON", MA). MA prepared for the hackathon by "collecting images from colleagues" (MA).

Students mainly chose this project because they wanted to learn a new technology ("I picked the project that had languages that I had no experiences in", A02). They reported prior knowledge using "a little bit of HTML" (A02) with all but one student stating that they had no prior experience using the other required technologies ("never seen JavaScript before", A03). At the start of the hackathon MA "explained the background of the project" (A03) and told the students that they could "do it however they liked" (MA). The students had difficulties understanding the project initially (low goal
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clarity in Fig. 3, "confusing at first", A03). MA subsequently showed them a "sample viewer that was kinda similar" (MA) and suggested to "break [the project] down" (A02).

After these initial struggles the team split the project into different tasks ("we had a list", A04) and started working on them individually only coming together to solve problems ("when one person had a problem we worked together and then went back to our individual work", A02). Decisions about the direction of the project were taken as a team with MA supporting if necessary ("discussed as a team and then with [MA]", A04). During this time their lack of previous knowledge related to the technologies they used became visible because they frequently searched for examples and tutorials online (obs.5). The team also approached MA multiple times during the hackathon to ask for support on technical issues (obs.). MA supported the team by pointing them towards useful resources (obs.) without giving solutions away ("s/he would not give us any code but help us", A03). MA was generally perceived as "willing to help" (A01) because s/he regularly "came around and asked" (A04) if s/he could help. MA also engaged with the team on a personal level by "asking [...] about our lives" (A02) and telling them about "her/his experiences when s/he graduated" (A02).

The team was generally satisfied with their group process (high process satisfaction in Fig. 3) and both team and mentor were satisfied with their collaboration. The students perceived MA as a "great mentor" (A02) who "was really into it which made me into it as well" (A01) and who helped them to feel "more comfortable with [technologies]" (A02). This is reflected by an increase in reported questionnaire scores (perceived expertise before and perceived expertise after in Fig. 3) which indicates that the students felt more comfortable about the technologies they used after the hackathon than they did before. MA stated that s/he was "very impressed" (MA) both by the project and the progress the students made ("they learned a lot", MA). Moreover, both mentor and students voiced an interest to continue the project after the hackathon ("[I would] continue exploring", A01) with MA taking steps towards securing its continuation by talking to the principal investigator of the gateway about hiring one of the students "for an internship" (MA). The students were satisfied with the outcome (high outcome satisfaction in Fig. 3) and also reported an interest in continuing to expand their knowledge about the technologies they used during the hackathon ("continue learning those technologies", A02). They also voiced an increased interest in the community ("I am more interested in science gateways now", A04).

4.2 Team B

MB proposed this project because it was "something we definitely need" (MB) and that s/he perceived to be "relatively easy" (MB). During the webinar MB presented the context of the gateway, the purpose of the envisioned project including a detailed project plan and an outline of required technologies ("Python and Jupyter", MB). MB also prepared "sample code" (MB) and "looked into things that were really domain specific" (MB) prior to the hackathon.

The students mainly selected this project because it allowed them to "code around Twitter" (B03) – something they use "every day" (B01). All students reported that they were "familiar with Python" (B03) but that they used "Jupyter notebooks [for the] first time" (B02). At the start of the hackathon MB "talked about the project goals [and] why we want to do that" (MB). MB helped them to set up their development environment (obs.), "showed them the [pre-prepared] sample code" (MB) and gave them an initial task. MB’s aim was for the students to "dive into the project" (MB) as quickly as possible ("there was a lot to cover and I wanted to get through that as quickly as possible", MB). The students however struggled to understand the project (low goal clarity in Fig. 3) and the required technologies. This was evident by them frequently turning to MB for help (obs.) who proceeded to

5We use "obs." to mark findings that are based on observation notes.
walk them "through the code" (MB). MB also "brainstormed with them" (MB) which resulted in the team developing the idea to visualize Twitter data thus deviating from the original project focus. During the remainder of the hackathon the students worked together on the project (obs.) only turning to their mentor to "make sure we were on the right track" (B03). MB intentionally let the team work by themselves during the project because s/he wanted them to complete it on their own ("I was hoping that I would provide a spark and then they would move on from there", MB).

The students were mainly satisfied with their group process (high process satisfaction in Fig. 3) despite early struggles and both team and mentor were satisfied with their collaboration. The students reported that MB helped them to "find a direction" (B01) and also "help[ed] with errors" (B01) when asked. They also reported that they feel "more comfortable [with technologies] than before" (B03) which is reflected by the questionnaire scores (perceived expertise before and perceived expertise after in Fig. 3) and MB’s perception ("the students learned", MB). The students’ opinions about the outcome of the hackathons were mixed (medium score and large standard deviation on outcome satisfaction in Fig. 3). B01 stated that s/he "achieved more than I thought I would" (B01) while B03 "did not achieve what I wanted" (B03). MB also voiced dissatisfaction with the project outcome because s/he expected the students to reach "the next stage of conceptualizing the project" (MB). MB attributed the – from her/his perspective not satisfying – outcome to the students’ lack of "experience in programming" (MB) stating that s/he generally "expected a bit more knowledge in Python and so on" (MB) based on the students’ self-reported expertise in the pre-hackathon questionnaire. Despite those difficulties, all students reported that they would like to "continue working on [the project]" (B01), "continue learning" (B02) and that the hackathon made them "more interested in science gateways" (B02). MB also voiced an interest in continuing the project while acknowledging that the "idea will live on but the code will probably not" (MB).

4.3 Team C

MC suggested this project because it was on a "list of things I want to achieve over the next few years" (MC) and because s/he thought that it would be feasible for "a 24-hour period" (MC). During the webinar MC introduced the gateway along with a concrete project idea including a list of tasks and an outline of required technologies ("Python, Javascript, Django", MC). MC also explained that s/he will only be "available via Skype" (MC) during the hackathon. MC created a "tutorial" (MC), "a schedule for the whole 24 hours" (MC) and sample code prior to the hackathon.

The students chose this project for different reasons including working with technologies that they were "not familiar" (C01) with, working in an interesting context ("mapping and CO2", C02) and building "something useful" (C03). Only one student reported previous experience related to relevant technologies ("I am] very comfortable with Python", C02). At the beginning of the hackathon MC called via Skype and attempted to walk the team through the tutorial s/he had prepared (obs.). MC also provided additional contact information (email and Slack) and told them "hours that I would be available" (C01). During the tutorial the students attempted to download and set up the existing desktop application which failed because of "technology difficulties" (MC). This led to confusion among the students about the project in general (low goal clarity in Fig. 3, "I don’t think we had a visual about how everything was supposed to look", C04) which they did not manage to resolve on their own before the next call with MC around midnight ("breakthrough after midnight", MC) despite their continued efforts to get the desktop application to work (obs.).

After the midnight call the team split up (obs.) to work "on different parts" (C02) of the project with MC helping "with coding issues" (C03) during the times s/he was available. Decisions about the direction of the project were taken based on the desktop application (obs.).

The students were generally satisfied with the way they worked together (high process satisfaction in Fig. 3) but they had a "neutral" (C01) to negative perception about MC stating that "help
(was) lacking” (C02). Only one student voiced her/his understanding about the situation (“there is only so much you can do remotely”, C03). Despite attempting to "give them a lot of guidance” (MC) MC perceived their collaboration as similarly problematic because "I couldn’t personally connect with the students” (MC). This feeling was amplified by MC’s perception to "only communicate with 2 out of 4 students” (MC) during Skype calls despite other team members being present outside of the view of the camera (obs.). The students were generally satisfied with their project after the hackathon (high outcome satisfaction in Fig. 3). MC however was less satisfied (“they did not make it as far as I thought”, MC) suggesting that "the skill level [of the students]” (MC) might not have been sufficient for "the time that we gave them” (MC). The students did not report any learning gains (perceived expertise before and perceived expertise after in Fig. 3, “I didn’t really pick [technology] up”, C03) with three out of four students stating that the hackathon had "no impact on [their] interest” (C02) and only C01 reporting that s/he will "continue learning [technologies]” (C01). Only C03 mentioned s/he would "continue this project” (C03). MC also voiced continuation intentions related to the project while acknowledging the necessity to "rebuild it” (MC) from scratch.

4.4 Relationship between mentors and their teams

In this section we will discuss differences between the teams we studied with respect to how mentors supported them to set and assess project goals (RQ1) and how they provided technical advice (RQ2). Through the comparison we identified the following six main differences between the three studied teams (Table 3 contains an overview):

1. **Initial goal setting:** All mentors presented their projects in a similar way during the webinar covering aspects such as the general purpose and background of their gateway, the purpose of the proposed project and the technologies required. At the beginning of the hackathon MA reiterated the background of the project and then let the students decide about its specific direction. MB and MC also reiterated the project background but then proceeded to walk the students through prepared code examples (MB) or a desktop interface that the students should replicate (MC) thus leaving no space for them to develop their own project idea.

2. **Goal assessment and adaptation:** From the start of the hackathon MA supported the team to develop their own project idea which would match their capabilities. In comparison MB and MC attempted to guide the students towards a level of technical expertise that they perceived necessary to complete the project they had envisioned prior to the hackathon with the students failing to reach this level. MB realized this issue during the hackathon and changed her/his strategy supporting the students to come up with a project idea of their own that would be suitable for their level of technical expertise. MC never changed her/his approach and the students did not reach the state that MC had envisioned.

3. **Technical support:** Each team required support related to the technologies they used to complete their project. Initially all mentors overestimated the technical proficiency of the students based on pre-questionnaire results. To support students to reach a sufficient level of technical proficiency MB and MC provided tutorials and supplied code fragments. In contrast MA provided hints towards where to find suitable tutorials to solve upcoming problems thus forcing students to find their own solutions.

4. **Mentoring focus:** MA focused on supporting the students to develop a suitable project idea and a plan on how to approach it while providing occasional support to solve technical problems. MB and MC mainly focused on the technical aspects of their projects with MB altering her/his focus during the hackathon after realizing that the initial approach did not appear to be fruitful.
(5) **Goal alignment between mentor and team:** The goal of all mentors was for the students to develop technical features that could benefit their respective gateways with MA also aiming for the students to learn. They initially assumed that the students would select projects based on their individual expertise related to the technologies that those projects required. The students however mainly selected projects because they wanted to learn about new technologies which led to a considerable disparity between the level of technical expertise expected by the mentors and the actual technical expertise of the students related to the specific technologies the projects required.

(6) **Dynamics between team and mentor:** All mentors attempted to teach students about the technologies required to complete their respective projects. MB and MC however maintained a distance towards their teams thus assuming the role of a traditional hackathon mentor by providing on-demand project feedback and technical support. MC was perceived to be even more distant than MB because of her/his limited online availability. MB and MC moreover showed behavior commonly associated with the role of a stakeholder or product owner by initially (in the case of MB) or continuously (in the case of MC) guiding the students towards completing the project that they had envisioned. MA also provided project feedback and technical support, but s/he also supported the students to develop their own project idea from the start. Moreover, MA connected with them on a personal level by asking them about their life and telling them about her/his experiences as a computer science student thus assuming a role that is closer to the role of a traditional (workplace or educational) mentor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Team A</th>
<th>Team B</th>
<th>Team C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initial goal setting</td>
<td>students decided for goals</td>
<td>goals were set by mentor</td>
<td>goals were set by mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal assessment and</td>
<td>adaptation at the beginning of the hackathon</td>
<td>adaptation during hackathon</td>
<td>no adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adaptation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technical support</td>
<td>mentor helped team to find tutorials and code fragments</td>
<td>mentor provided tutorials and code fragments</td>
<td>mentor provided tutorials and code fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mentoring focus</td>
<td>project idea and project plan</td>
<td>first technical aspects of project then project idea</td>
<td>technical aspects of project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal alignment</td>
<td>mentor and students focused on learning outcomes</td>
<td>mentor focused on project outcomes, students on learning</td>
<td>mentor focused on project outcomes, students on learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamics between</td>
<td>traditional mentor</td>
<td>hackathon mentor and stakeholder / product owner</td>
<td>hackathon mentor with limited availability and stakeholder / product owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team and mentor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison between teams along aspects that are related to RQ₁ and RQ₂.
4.5 Perception of outcomes and future intentions

After identifying these differences, we then turned towards analyzing how teams and their mentors perceived their projects (RQ₃) and which – if any – future intentions students had towards the science gateways community after the hackathon (RQ₄). To address these questions, we again compared the different teams focusing on the satisfaction of students and mentors with their projects, their potential future intentions towards their project and potential future intentions of students related to the science gateways community. Since the previous comparison also pointed towards a strong focus of the participating students on learning we also analyzed the students’ perception of learning gains and their potential intentions to continue learning about technologies they used (Table 4 provides an overview).

The comparison revealed that the students in team A were satisfied with their mentor and that both mentor and students were satisfied with their project. The students in team A also reported that they perceived to have learned about the technologies they used, mentioned that they would continue working on their respective project and voiced an increased interest in the community. The students in team B were also satisfied with their mentor while the students in team C were not. Moreover, the students in teams B and the mentors of teams B and C were not particularly satisfied with their project while the students in team C reported to be satisfied with the project they worked on. Most students in team B also voiced an interest to continue working on their projects. Only one student in team C and neither MB nor MC voiced similar intentions. Moreover, the students in team B reported learning gains and an increased interest in the community while the students in team C did not. Students of all teams reported that they intend to continue learning about the technologies they used during the hackathon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Team A</th>
<th>Team B</th>
<th>Team C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction with mentor</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>neutral to negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction with project</td>
<td>high (team and mentor)</td>
<td>low (team and mentor)</td>
<td>high (team), low (mentor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceived learning gains</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project continuation intentions</td>
<td>team and mentor</td>
<td>neither team nor mentor</td>
<td>neither team nor mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning continuation intentions</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increased community interest</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison between teams in relation to the perception of teams and their mentors about their project (RQ₃) and the future intentions of students related to the science gateways community (RQ₄).

5 DISCUSSION

Reflecting on the previously discussed findings we will discuss in the following how the way different mentors interacted with their teams might have been related to the perception of students about their project and their future intentions towards the community. The aim of this comparison is twofold: (1) to identify means for improving the proposed intervention which is grounded in the traditional understanding of mentoring [43] with one mentor supporting one team throughout the entire duration of a hackathon rather than the common understanding of mentoring in work on hackathons which focuses on on-demand feedback and technical support [13, 41, 51, 69] and (2) to
contribute to our understanding of mentoring in the context of hackathons. This aspect has not been extensively studied despite most existing studies acknowledging the importance of mentoring in hackathons [13, 51, 69]. Our work thus expands our current perception of hackathon mentoring in which mentors are typically limited to providing sporadic on-demand project feedback and technical support to any team in need [62].

Comparing our findings on how the different mentors interacted with their teams it appears that the approach of MA was perceived as most positive with MB and MC following as second and third respectively. That MA remained in the role of a mentor rather than a project stakeholder in particular appears to have contributed to positive perceptions not only related to the mentoring approach but also related to the satisfaction of mentors and students with their project. This finding is in line with previous work on organizational mentoring [23].

In addition MB and MC taking a more stakeholder-oriented rather than a mentor role might have led to them focusing more on the project they envisioned rather than creating a positive experience for their teams. MA in turn focusing on student learning rather than project completion alone could be related to the positive perception team A about their project and their positive future intentions related to the science gateways community. This finding again is in line with previous work in the context of organizational mentoring [42] where coaching has been identified as one of the functions that can relate to positive mentoring outcomes.

The different approaches of each mentor might also have contributed to perceived differences in learning gains between teams A and B and team C. Due to their struggles the students in team C might have perceived their learning gains to be minimal compared to the students in teams A and B. Moreover, MA supporting students to find solutions to technical problems on their own rather than providing solutions might have contributed to a feeling of achievement. This in turn could be related to improving the self-confidence of team A to be able to tackle technical issues on their own. It might thus be advisable for mentors to support students to seek their own solutions to technical problems rather than providing solutions to them. This finding is in line with findings in the context of educational mentoring where researchers attributed increased self-confidence to a positive mentoring experience [36].

Moreover our study also provided indication that it might be important for mentors to understand the students’ capabilities and support them to set goals that are attainable for them rather than attempting to guide them to reach a level of technical expertise that the mentors perceive to be necessary to complete the project the mentors envisioned. In other words, it might be advisable for mentors to support students to plan projects that fit their abilities rather than letting them choose projects to learn new technical abilities. This aspect has been discussed in an educational context by Vygotsky as the zone of proximal development [78] referring to tasks learners can carry out with suitable guidance.

Our study also revealed that MA formed a personal connection to her/his team which potentially related to the students’ satisfaction with their mentor and their positive future intentions towards the science gateways community. This finding is in line with work in the context of organizational mentoring where scholars discussed the positive effects of a mentor becoming a role model [37, 42]. MA can arguably be perceived as such since s/he discussed with the students about her/his study background and personal journey during the hackathon. In contrast to that our findings revealed that MC being remote could have related to a negative perception of team C about their mentor and a lack of future intentions related to the science gateways community. It thus appears important for mentors to form a personal connection with students rather than being available remotely only. This finding stands in contrast to findings of Allen et al. [2] in the context of corporate mentoring and Trainer et al. [76] in the context of e-mentoring who did not report a negative effect.
of mentor proximity on the mentoring experience. The short duration of the hackathon we studied compared to these settings might however have contributed to this negative experience.

Findings from our study also extend our current perception about who can participate in domain specific hackathons. In a typical hackathon setting, projects are proposed by individuals who are knowledgeable about the project domain and its technical requirements [75] thus limiting the potential audience. Findings from our study suggest that appropriate support can enable newcomers to participate in scientific hackathons, successfully complete projects while growing interest in the community which extends our current perception of the feasibility of hackathons to attract newcomers to specialized communities [49, 74].

Results also confirmed findings in the context of project-based learning which indicated the necessity of qualified mentors to achieve project goals and desired learning outcomes [5, 16]. This necessity might have been amplified in our setting due to the larger heterogeneity of student backgrounds compared to typical project-based learning settings. It became apparent that despite the focus in scientific hackathons being on developing useful artifacts rather than learning outcomes, the participating students mainly required support related to scoping their projects and acquiring the technical expertise necessary to complete them. This is in line with work on project-based learning where supporting students to deal with the complexity of their project is perceived as one of the main challenges [9]. Our study as well as work on project-based learning also provided indications that mentoring can contribute to raising interest in the studied topics [16].

Our findings also contribute to our understanding of mentoring in hackathons in general and educational hackathons in particular [58]. They indicate that positive effects that are generally associated with mentoring can materialize despite mentors and protégés only working together for a relatively short period of time during a hackathon. Our findings are thus in line with similar studies on the effectiveness of mentoring in open source [76] and online communities [14].

Summarizing the previously discussed findings it appears that the primary benefit of the proposed intervention for scientific communities lies in exposing students to new technologies, creating a positive experience and forming ties rather than creating technical artifacts. Even the prototype that team A developed which both mentors and students perceived to be satisfying will require future work to be useful for the community. One of the students will in team A will potentially continue working on the prototype which creates a chance to intensify connections to the community and continue the mentor protégé relationship that started during the hackathon.

5.1 Suggestions for organizers of scientific hackathons

All three teams of newcomers we studied managed to complete a project during a scientific hackathon. It thus appears viable for newcomers to participate in a scientific hackathon and to scope and conduct a project if they receive suitable support. Moreover, findings from the comparison between team A and teams B and C suggest that it might be advisable to perceive projects as opportunities to connect to newcomers and support them to learn about technologies that are used within the community rather than as ways to develop crucial technical artifacts. In our study only team A gathered sufficient interest towards their project to get continued but students of both teams A and B voiced future intentions towards the science gateways community. Moreover, all teams voiced their interest to continue learning about the technologies they used during the hackathon. It thus appears reasonable for organizers of scientific hackathons to emphasize the learning aspect of hackathons and focus on their potential to create interest in the community.

Moreover, our study points towards the importance of carefully selecting potential mentors and coaching them prior to the hackathon to remain in the role of a mentor rather than turning towards acting as a stakeholder or product owner. It might even be advisable for organizers to ask mentors to choose projects that are not at the core of their interest or the interest of their community in
order make it easier for mentors to stay in their role. Our findings related to teams A and B also indicate that organizers should suggest for mentors to focus on supporting newcomers to develop a project idea that fits their interests and capabilities during the early stages of a hackathon. This includes encouraging them to develop their own idea rather than executing a pre-planned project as in the case of teams B and C. It might thus be advisable for organizers to propose mandatory checkpoints during the early phases of a hackathon which would allow mentors and teams to discuss the teams’ project ideas and plans to execute them. This might help teams to develop a viable project idea early thus leaving sufficient time for them to complete it.

Our findings also indicate difficulties related to remote mentoring which did not only appear to hinder students to progress with their project but might also have affected their future interest in the community. To support team progress, it might have been advisable if the remote mentor would be available on demand especially during the early phases of the hackathon. Organizers might also consider having a mentor on site that can support the remote mentor to assess the situation, serve as a connection to the community and provide valuable insight into how the team works. This would allow the remote mentor to adjust her/his approach to the team’s interests and capabilities.

5.2 Suggestions for mentors in scientific hackathons

It appeared crucial for teams of newcomers to develop their own project idea which they can reasonably expect to execute during the short duration of a hackathon as early as possible. It might thus be advisable for mentors to get to know their teams and their capabilities early maybe even prior to the hackathon by e.g. engaging them in short tasks and setting team checkpoints during which teams and mentors discuss about the teams’ ideas without focusing on technical details straight away. Moreover, it appears advisable for mentors to support students to find their own solutions to technical problems rather than mentors solving them for their team. This was evident in our case through the approach of MA who helped teams to find solutions to technical problems rather than giving them away.

In our case it also appeared important for mentors to connect to teams on a personal level thus serving as a traditional mentor rather than a stakeholder or product owner. The positive reactions of team A to MA's approach point towards this finding. Initially mentors might perceive this as a limitation since one of the main goals for them to serve as a mentor in our case was to create a viable artifact for their community. Our study however provides indication – based on the result of team A – that developing a small but viable artifact might prove to be more sustainable than attempting to help participants create an artifact that is outside of their capabilities. It could also be advisable to ask mentors to propose projects that are not closely related to their current interest or the interest of their community in order to help them to remain in their mentor role.

As discussed in section 5.1 serving as a remote mentor can be challenging. In our case the remote mentor for team C found it particularly difficult to connect with them and to assess their current state. This might have negatively affected the quality of the teams’ project as well as their interest in the community. It thus appears advisable to have an additional mentor on site that can provide additional insight into how the team works, serve as a connection to the community and that can provide additional on-demand support.

5.3 Limitations

The goal of our study was to explore how mentors support teams of newcomers to set goals, assess their progress and provide advice during a scientific hackathon. Furthermore, we aimed to study how mentors and students perceived their project and the intentions of students towards the community the hackathon took place in in order to provide suggestions for organizers and mentors of scientific hackathons. It thus appeared reasonable to conduct an action research study
There are however limitations associated with this particular study design. We developed a specific intervention and studied three teams in a specific domain over a limited period of time that were mentored by three community members with specific backgrounds and goals for the hackathon. Despite making a theoretically founded case selection it is not possible to generalize findings beyond our study context since studying a different setting with different teams, mentors and projects might yield different results. Moreover, the study was conducted by a team of three researchers which poses a threat to validity since different researchers observing different teams might potentially lead to different interpretations. To minimize this threat, we carefully planned the study by discussing among the involved researchers which sensitizing concepts to focus on. The involvement of the participating researchers during the planning phase and their presence during the hackathon itself can also affect the reported findings despite our best efforts to refrain from interfering during the hackathon itself. We also abstained from making causal claims instead providing a rich description of the observed behavior and reported perceptions of mentors and participants based on which we discuss differences in how mentors interacted with their teams, how teams and mentors perceived their project and which – if any – future intentions students had towards the scientific community that organized the hackathon. We hope to see more research on the aspect of mentoring in hackathons in the future to complement our findings.

It is also important to note that the proposed approach requires an individual mentor for each hackathon team which might limit scale ability. It might be not necessary to assign an individual mentor to each team if a sufficient number of participants are familiar with the domain and can serve as team leaders. The proposed approach is also not meant to replace existing hackathon mentoring approaches. It should rather be perceived as an option for scientific and other specialized communities to facilitate the participation of newcomers during hackathons of their community.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS

We are currently in the process of developing the second cycle of the presented action research study which will take place within the same community. Using the aspects outlined in the discussion as a basis we developed guiding materials for organizers and mentors (sections 5.1 and 5.2) that will we use during the planning phase of the hackathon. Changes to the format include checkpoints for teams to get early feedback, suggestions for mentors to abstain from assuming a stakeholder role, connect to students and focus on students’ learning gains rather than the completion of a pre-envisioned project. The data collection procedure and instruments used will remain largely the same with a stronger focus on the mentors since most suggestions we developed are targeted at them. We will also alter the focus of the data collection to assess the impact of the aforementioned interventions and include an additional data collection point three to six months after the hackathon to identify potential long-term effects related to the projects that were developed during the hackathon. Moreover, to better cover the community engagement aspect of the studied hackathon we will add a corresponding scale to the questionnaire. The proposed scale has been successfully been used in the context of online communities [22] to assess individual commitment to and identification with a community.

In this paper we presented findings from an action research study on assigning community members as mentors to teams of newcomers during a scientific hackathon. Our findings provided tentative insights into the interaction between mentors and teams and their perception of their hackathon project and their future intentions towards the community that organized the hackathon. Our work not only addresses an important shortcoming in scientific literature on hackathons by studying mentoring in a specific hackathon event. Our findings can also support scientific communities to use hackathons as a means to attract newcomers which is crucial for their survival.
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